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ABOUT BOATSTERS BLACK

As a next-generation luxury charter company, we're changing the
way you can charter a yacht, always finding the yacht, service, crew
and features that best suits your needs. Delivering on that mission,
we're driven by the latest technology in order to offer you a fast and
smooth negotiation process and pride ourselves on an extensive
network, not to mention portfolio of unique yachts.
Our team is empowered by people who live and breathe luxury
yachting: international, forward-thinking professionals who have
firsthand experience sailing, managing and chartering large yachts.
Our expertise allows us to ask you the right questions, offer you well
rounded advice and ultimately find you a yacht, crew and itinerary
that will match your wishes to a tee.
We have the skills and tools to offer you a personalized service and
believe the devil is in the detail. From personalizing your trip even
further through unique add-ons to simplifying your journey to and
from the yacht by organizing seamless transfers, we will dot the i's
and cross the t's of your trip from start to finish.
We celebrate innovation, are sticklers for efficiency and always strive
to go the extra mile— putting your needs first in all that we do.
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OUR MOST POPULAR ITINERARIES

Choosing your cruising location is always the first step when deciding
to charter a yacht. Based on the location and the type of activities
you’re pursuing, we personalize and select the best boats for you and
your party.
We have gathered our top 3 most popular destinations based on
decades of combined yacht charter experience. Take a look at our best
locations that we have gathered for you, either by clicking on one of the
boxes below or by browsing yourself!

THE SPANISH BALEARICS

THE CROATIAN DALMATIAN

THE GREEK CYCLADES
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THE SPANISH BALEARICS
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Day 1 - Embarkation: Palma de Mallorca

Day 6 - Puerto Portals
One of the island's glamorous spots, Puerto Portals,
is the place to see and be seen and during the
summer you will more than likely catch a glimpse of
some famous faces.

Super nice during the day and atmospheric in the
evening, the spectacular bay of Palma. Known
internationally, there is a special light and it will do
something for everyone arriving via the sea.

Day 2 - Port de Soller

Day 7 - Ibiza Marina
A beautiful trip to Soller. From Soller you will sail
back to Palma via the west coast. Along the way you
will visit the most beautiful places / harbors / and
bays.

Day 3 - Calas of Mallorca

Marina Ibiza is the largest marina (536 berths) in
Puerto de Ibiza, one of the most coveted ports in the
Mediterranean during the summer season.

Day 8 - Ibiza Old Town
On the way to Palma you will sail along the most
beautiful bays of Mallorca and possibly stop to take
a dip.

Day 4 - Sa Dragonera

Ibiza town is a grand, cosmopolitan and ancient
Mediterranean city on the southeast coast of the
island.

Day 9 - Port Adriano
Six kilometers long and crowned by an old
watchtower, Sa Dragonera takes its name from its
shape, resembling a dragon.

This luxury superyacht harbor was rebuilt in 2012 by
the famous French architect Philippe Starck to
create one of the most modern marinas in the
Mediterranean.

Day 4 - Port Andratx
Port Andratx is one of the most popular ports to visit,
with its spectacular restaurants and cozy bars this
will be pure relaxing and enjoyment.
Tip: Swimming at Santa Ponsa Beach

Inspired by this trip? Click here to get a customized trip!

CONTACT US
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THE CROATIAN DALMATIAN
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Day 1 - Split

Day 6 - Peljesac
The Peljesac Peninsula covers a large area West of
Dubrovnik. peninsula is connected to the Croatian
mainland with small strip of land, so Peljesac is
almost an island itself. Peljesac has neat architecture
as well as pleasurable scenery.

Split, the 2nd biggest city of Croatia, is known for its
beaches and the fortresslike complex at its center,
Diocletian's Palace. Within its white stone walls and
under its courtyards are a cathedral and numerous
shops, bars, cafes, hotels and houses.

Day 2 - Trogir

Day 7 - Dubrovnik
Trogir is a preserved old town, known for its mix of
Renaissance, baroque and Romanesque buildings, it
lies on a small island connected to the mainland and
the island of Čiovo by bridges.

Regardless of whether you are visiting Dubrovnik for
the first time or the hundredth, the sense of awe
never fails to descend when you set eyes on the
beauty of the old town.

Day 3 - Brac
Brač is a Croatian island in the Adriatic Sea. It's best
known for the white-pebble beach Zlatni Rat (Golden
Cape).

Day 4 - Hvar
Hvar, is best known as a summer resort. Highlights
of the port town Hvar include its 13th-century walls,
a hilltop fortress and a main square anchored by the
Renaissance-era Hvar Cathedral.

Day 4 - Korčula
Korčula is rich in vineyards, olive groves and small
villages, and harbouring a glorious old town, the
island of Korčula is the sixth-largest Adriatic island,
stretching nearly 47km in length.

Inspired by this trip? Click here to get a customized trip!

CONTACT US
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THE GREEK CYCLADES
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Day 1 - Cyclades

Day 6 - Milos
Known as the "Island of Colors" thanks to its
jewel-colored waters and building painted in vivid
primary tones, the horseshoe-shaped island of Milos
floats serenely in the Aegean Sea.

The name Kythnos is derived from the ancient Greek
verb “keftho”, which means “hide”. So much
“hidden” beauty and authentic Aegean character,
and just a short trip from Athens.

Day 2 - Mykonos

Day 7 - Athens
Mykonos has always been a mesmerising
juxtaposition between a cosmopolitan jet set lifestyle
and traditional life.

In the morning we will cruise back from Milos to
Athens and end our unforgettable journey of the
Cyclades!

Day 3 - Paros
The Parian traditional villages, particularly Naoussa,
Parikia and Lefkes, are perfect samples of Cycladic
architecture, with whitewashed sugar houses, paved
streets and blue-domed churches.

Day 4 - Naxos
Naxos is the largest island of Cyclades and it is
located in the center of this complex, between Paros
and Mykonos. According to mythology, this was the
nuptial isle of the god Dionysus, god of wine.

Day 4 - Polyaigos
The Island of Polyaigos is the largest uninhabited
island of the Aegean Sea. It is one of the most
beautiful destinations for lovers of sailing with
numerous pristine beaches with emerald waters.

Inspired by this trip? Click here to get a customized trip!

CONTACT US
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OUR FLEET

Whatever your needs are for a charter holiday, we have you covered!
From dayboats to motorboats to sailing boats and catamarans to the
most luxurious superyachts, we have the resources and expertise to
help you find the ideal boat for your charter holiday.
We have categorized a fleet of popular boats for you to have a look at,
but based on your preferences our team will take a broader look in our
database of yachts across the globe to pick out a perfect boat for you!
Have a browse through the fleet below and get in touch with us if
you’re interested in chartering, so we can start organizing your trip.

MOTORBOATS

SAILING BOATS & CATAMARANS

SUPERYACHTS
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MOTORBOATS
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WHY KNOT

FEATURED BOAT

SPECIFICATIONS

GUESTS

CREW

6 sleeping

1-2

CRUSING AREAS

LENGTH

Mallorca

16.1 meters

This new model has inherited the strengths of her predecessor, yet she
also features new innovations. The true Prestige yachts spirit can be felt
in this ingenious, top-of-the-line model.
In a pure, dynamic style, the PRESTIGE 520 offers multiple zones for
relaxing in comfort including an XXL Flybridge, unique on a motor yacht
of 52 feet!

SPECIAL OFFER
Winter rate:

Summer rate:

EUR 15.000

EUR 15.500

per week

per week

ENQUIRE NOW
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WHY KNOT

FEATURED BOAT
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SINNER AS I AM

FEATURED BOAT

SPECIFICATIONS

GUESTS

CREW

12 cruising

1

CRUSING AREAS

LENGTH

Mallorca

12.32 meters

Sacs Rebel 40 is a luxurious RIB for day trips around the island which
offers a combination of the speed and spacious outdoor living area.
She is located in Port Calanova and ready to take her guests on an
unforgettable day trip! Her cruising speed is 25 knots and the
maximum speed is 39 knots - she will take your breath away.

SPECIAL OFFER
Low season:

Mid season:

High season:

EUR 1.400

EUR 1.500

EUR 1.600

per day

per day

per day

ENQUIRE NOW
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SINNER AS I AM

FEATURED BOAT
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MOTORBOATS

SOME OF THE BOATS WHICH WE HAVE ACCESS TO WORLDWIDE

VANDUTCH 55

BLUEGAME 62

BLUEGAME 42

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE

Length: 16.1 meters
Guests: 12 cruising

High season
€ 5,000 per day

Crew: 1-2
Cruising area:
Mykonos

Low season
€ 4,500 per day

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE

Length: 18.80 meters
Guests: 12 cruising

High season
€ 6,000 per day

Crew: 1 - 2
Cruising area:
Balearics

Low season
€ 5,400 per day

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE

Length: 12.92 meters
Guests: 11 cruising

High season
€ 1,950 per day

Crew: 1 - 2
Cruising area:
Balearics

Low season
€ 1,600 per day

Prices are subject to change and are exclusive of VAT and APA.

ENQUIRE NOW
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SAILING BOATS
& CATAMARANS
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TORMENTA

FEATURED BOAT

SPECIFICATIONS

GUESTS

CREW

8 sleeping + 12 cruising

2

CRUSING AREAS

LENGTH

Balearics

18.90 meters

With a large and spacious cockpit, an expansive flybridge complete
with bimini top and sun pads, and endless foredeck space, there is no
shortage of places to enjoy the views and soak up the sun.
Her modern and spacious open plan interior and large windows allow
plenty of sun light and provide a great sense of space on board.
She sleeps eight guests in three double cabins plus a master suite, all
with en-suite bathroom with separate shower. Unique to the Lagoon
620, the master suite is accessible from the cockpit as well as from
the saloon.
Come and discover the beauty of the Balearics on board Tormenta!
SPECIAL OFFER
Low season:

Mid season:

High season:

EUR 16.900

EUR 18.900

EUR 22.500

per week

per week

per week

ENQUIRE NOW
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TORMENTA

FEATURED BOAT
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SAILING BOATS & CATAMARANS

SOME OF THE YACHTS WHICH WE HAVE ACCESS TO WORLDWIDE

HANSE 418 BLUE EAGLE

BENETAU ZENITH FIRST 53

LAGOON 42 MOLA MOLA

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE

Length: 12.4 meters
Guests: 6 cruising

LAGOON 50

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE

High season
€ 3,200 per week

Length: 15.54 meters
Guests: 12 cruising

High season
€ 9,900 per week

Crew: 2
Cruising area:
Ionian, greece

Low season
€ 2,900 per week

Crew: 1
Cruising area:
Greece

Low season
€ 7,200 per week

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE

Length: 17.16 meters
Guests: 6 cruising

High season
€ 6,500 per week

Length: 35 meters
Guests: 18 cruising

High season
€ 25,000 per week

Crew: 2
Cruising area:
Croatia

Low season
€ 6,000 per week

Crew: 1 - 2
Cruising area:
Greece + Turkey

Low season
€17,000 per week

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE

Length: 12.8 meters
Guests: 8 cruising
+2 (max. pax 12)
Crew: 2
Cruising area:
Croatia

High season
€ 7,200 per week

35M GULET

Prices are subject to change and are exclusive of VAT and APA.

Low season
€ 2,400 per week

ENQUIRE NOW
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SUPERYACHTS
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ENVY

SPECIFICATIONS

GUESTS

CREW

10 sleeping + 12 cruising

8

CRUSING AREAS

LENGTH

Balearics, West Med

41 meters

Envy is a combination of pedigree European build and American
interior design. Originally built in Germany by Lurssen to to bureau
Veritas class in
1995 for a European owner, she was superbly maintained and was
even stored ashore under cover during the winter months.
Under new American ownership she was refitted in 2005. The interior
of the yacht was completely rebuilt under the careful eye of designer
Patrick Knowles and transformed to create the cool and calm
ambiance which still makes her rather special today.

SPECIAL OFFER
Winter rate:

Summer rate:

EUR 89.000

EUR 99.750

ENQUIRE NOW
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ENVY

24

ONE BLUE

SPECIFICATIONS

GUESTS

CREW

12 sleeping + 12 cruising

6

CRUSING AREAS

LENGTH

Italy, West Med

38.75 meters

One Blue, with an interior designed by the famous Frank Mulder,
reveals a very modern and fresh design and layout. The spacious
saloon area is cosy and comfortable, leading to a nice dining area
seating 12. One Blue can sleep 12 guest in 6 staterooms.
The stylist master stateroom, on two levels, boasts large windows
letting in the natural summer light, a king size bed, desk and large
sunken bathroom with bathtub and shower. Three more double
staterooms will sleep yout gests modern sleek and simply decorated
style. A further twin cabin, ensuite, is available for aduts or children to
rest in after a great day.

SPECIAL OFFER
Winter rate:

Summer rate:

EUR 85.000

EUR 99.750

ENQUIRE NOW
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ONE BLUE
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NOOR - SL102

SPECIFICATIONS

GUESTS

CREW

10 sleeping + 12 cruising

5

CRUSING AREAS

LENGTH

Croatia

31 meters

Marina Frapa wears a beauty crown among the Adriatic marinas, and
it is certainly one of the most beautiful marinas of the Mediterranean.
It is situated in the central part of the Croatian coast, between Sibenik
and Split, in the heart of Dalmatia in Rogoznica, in a lovely bay of
Soline,sheltered from all directions.
M/Y NOOR is waiting to welcome the guests in the beautiful Marina
Frapa!

SPECIAL OFFER
Winter rate:

Summer rate:

EUR 105.000

EUR 115.000

ENQUIRE NOW
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NOOR - SL102
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COCO DE MER SX76

SPECIFICATIONS

GUESTS

CREW

8 sleeping + 11 cruising

2-3

CRUSING AREAS

LENGTH

Balearics

23.75 meters

MY Coco de Mer is built by Sanlorenzo Yachts and is the latest
generation yacht coming from the world renowned Italian yard. With a
forward thinking design, innovations and the famous Italian touch,
Coco de Mer -the only SX76 on the charter market - is the perfect
yacht to appreciate quality time with family and friends. The intelligent
layout of the SX line brings the wheelhouse to the flybridge, creating
panoramic views for the enjoyment of guests.
The aft section of the yacht, which becomes a beach club when the
many toys and tender are launched, creates endless opportunities for
relaxing and enjoying the sea.

SPECIAL OFFER
Winter rate:

Summer rate:

EUR 42.000

EUR 48.500

ENQUIRE NOW
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COCO DE MER SX76
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TAILOR-MADE SERVICES

Your yachting holiday should be unforgettable. That is why we provide
tailor-made services to ensure your trip is centered around what you
like to do, from the cuisine that you prefer to the games that your
children love. Dive in secret caves, explore hidden coves, play with the
watertoys and feast on fresh seafood. Custom itineraries are created,
taking into account your preferences in order to craft truly memorable
moments which you will enjoy in absolute privacy.
Next to the yacht itself, we also offer services to get you to the yacht,
through private jets, helicopters and luxury pick up services. Anything
to make your holiday complete, we will cover.

Unique destinations, bays & custom made itineraries
Water toys
On board entertainment
Wifi packages for ultimate streaming
Chauffeur services & luxury pick up services
Helicopter services
Private jet services

GET IN TOUCH WITH US NOW
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THE CHARTER PROCESS

Enquire

Call
We exist to make your life easy. Through a simple 6 step process, we
will find the right yacht in the right place at the right price, all according
to your specific requirements.

We propose options

Our team of yacht charter experts is on hand 24/7 to answer any
question you may have and to assist you in your yachting plans.

Personalized
offers

Choose your yacht

Through unparalleled experience and precise execution, we will make
this process easy and worry free for you. Please look at the steps to
get started!
Our experts will guide you every step of the way.

Contract

We prepare your trip

Sign
Preferences &
Special Requests

Step on board

Enjoy, discover,
relax

GET IN TOUCH WITH US NOW

Thank you
for sailing
with us
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CANCELLATION POLICY

In light of the recent developments with the Covid 19 outbreak, we are
offering all our customers the flexibility of either cancelling or rebooking
your charter - for your complete peace of mind. If at any time after the
charter is booked:
Any country or territory where the yacht will be berthed or
which the yacht will visit during the course of the charter is
affected by government imposed travel or quarantine
restrictions.
Airline carriers impose health and travel restrictions on flights in
any of these territories.
Then you as the charterer will have the option to receive a full refund of:
Any portion of the net-to-owner charter fee paid so far
Advance Provisional Allowance
VAT
Any extra / custom costs
Alternatively, you will be able to change the dates of the charter and
choose to cruise on board the same yacht on different dates.
*depending on yacht availability at the time.
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FINAL WORD

Thank you for taking the time to go through our yacht charter guide!
We hope to have inspired you enough to consider taking to the water
this summer.
As the only yacht charter company that takes it personal, we want to
invite you to get in touch with us to start organizing your next trip or
just to have an open conversation about yachting, a topic we love to
talk about every day!
Looking forward to hearing from you.

WE TAKE IT PERSONAL

With kind regards,
Thomas O’Nial

Thomas O'Nial
Commercial Director
Phone: +34 638 843 946
Email: thomas@boatsters.com
Languages:
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